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Exposed: This Is a British Drive
for War with Russia
January 24—With the sounding of a “Russian
coup coming in Ukraine” siren by British Foreign
Secretary Liz Truss on Jan. 22—to push the British
demand to hit Russia now with the financial supersanctions that were supposed to be threatened
to deter war—it has become clear that there is no
“unity of the NATO allies and partners” on dealing
with Russia in the Ukraine missiles crisis.
Rather, there is a British drive to force Russia
to invade Ukraine or capitulate; a beleaguered but
definite German opposition to the British war drive;
a French President who wants to negotiate but is
trying to look good and get re-elected; and a weak
American President who would like to avoid war.
If war, even world war, comes, it will be war
imposed on the weakened American Presidency by
the City of London and Britain. Not a second Crimean
War, but a war for revenge against Russia and China
for resisting and ruining the grand Glasgow global
climate summit in November, leaving the British
ministers who ran that summit in angry tears as it
ended in failure. That included Prime Minister Boris
Johnson, “BoJo” the nasty clown, who is discredited
and inches from a no-confidence vote by his own
Conservative Party MPs. “His resolve has hardened”
against Russia, his spokesman announced on Jan.
22. The New York Times coverage of the new fake
was headlined, “Britain Pursues More Muscular
Role in Standoff with Russia on Ukraine,” although
it’s always U.S. muscle Britain uses.
Even the nervously hyper-aggressive U.S.
Secretary of State Antony Blinken did not respond
to the newest British war fable, beyond “We’re taking
that seriously,” when it was thrown at him today by
“Face the Nation’s” anchor Margaret Brennan, who
raved as if she had taken some British meth with her
coffee before the program. Against the London-Kiev
demand that the supposed financial super-sanctions

be imposed on Russia tomorrow, Blinken noted
the obvious, “We’re using them as a deterrent. You
would lose their deterrent effect.” He did not include
the equally obvious, “and push Russia toward war”—
the British intent. Blinken repeatedly stressed two
points: “We have rallied allies and partners across
Europe in a very intense way in recent days”; and
“We are also responding to some of Russia’s concerns
in further talks, and we expect them to respond to
our concerns.”
The Russian Embassy in London stressed
today that the British were outside the process of
negotiation with Russia: “The U.K. Foreign Office
continues with a series of provocative statements
on the situation around Ukraine…. These rallying
cries come against the background of an obvious
deterioration of British expertise on Russia and
Ukraine. …The words by Foreign Secretary
Elizabeth Truss about Ukraine having suffered from
various invaders, ‘from the Mongols to the Tatars,’
is one example. Then came the ‘news’ of Russia
intending to establish a puppet regime in Kiev led
by a former Ukrainian MP—one that happens to
be under Russian sanctions for being a threat to
national security,” referring to Yevheniy Murayev.
Germany does not want to allow the British war
drive to succeed. Its Navy Chief Vice Adm. KayAchim Schönbach was forced to resign by media
attacks, when he stated that what Putin “wants
is respect. And my God, giving someone respect
is low cost…. It is easy to give him the respect he
really demands—and probably also deserves.” It is
now widely reported that Chancellor Olaf Scholz
was asked to Washington for consultations with
President Biden and declined to go until some later
time. Germany will not permit Baltic nations to
which it has sold German weapons to pass them on
to Ukraine, and the breakneck British shipments

of lethal weaponry are having to be flown over
Danish airspace because the U.K. does not dare ask
Germany for flyover permission.
The Biden Administration is about to respond
in writing to Russian President Putin’s proposed
agreements to keep NATO missiles and warfighting
arrangements out of Ukraine and off Russia’s
border—“and stating our concerns” about Russia,
Blinken said today. The United States has decided it
wants Russia to agree not to publish these responses,
most likely because such publication will either
infuriate the warmongers around BoJo’s government
and inside the City of London, or cause more doubts

in Germany, France, and perhaps other “allies and
partners.”
The most important question now is, what
will American citizens do to direct their flailing
government toward solving the most important
problems facing humanity? That requires
cooperation with at least Russia and China as a
means to reverse the American industrial economy’s
decline toward “green” suicide, and involve the
United States in building new public health
systems and infrastructure development programs
around the world. London’s Malthusian policy of
deindustrialization by war can’t be tolerated.
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